
HONEY

A Rebel Bee



It was an ordinary day in the hive. As 
usual, every bee, depending on its social 

status in the hive, was fulfilling its tasks. 
Specifically, the Queen Bee, which is at the 
top of the hierarchy, dealt solely with the 

administration of the bees and the drones, 
the male bees, were fighting among 

themselves for the conquest of the Queen’s 
heart! The workers, which usually do all 

the work in the hive, were going out of the 
Beehive, flying from flower to flower so as 

to collect pollen and nectar and when 
their load was heavy they returned home. 



N ow, in the College of bees the day of 

graduation had arrived and Margaret, a little 

honey bee, was very excited and impatient to 

start her work! But the excitement ended 

when she arrived back home and saw her 

exhausted parents.



T he next day, which was the first of her new job, she went away from the rest of the flock 

and headed for the city to explore the world away from the beehive. As she was wandering 
around this new world, she noticed that there weren’t flowers anywhere and that the only 

colour which prevailed was the grey. She was so disappointed from that view until she saw a 
small garden with many colourful flowers. Τhere she met other bee-friends who were 

collecting pollen and while they were discussing, she learned that the house belonged to a 
well-meaning woman who loved flowers and bees. As she listened to these words she decided to 
get inside the house and she looked around in order to find an entrance so she could get in. 

Hopefully she saw an opened window!



-And where are you from?
- I come from a beehive which is far away from here and I 
decided to go to the outside world so I can get to know new 
things since today it’s my first day on my job. Do you want 
us to become friends?
-Of course!
So day by day they created a very strong friendship until 
Margaret trusted more Mary.

B y the time she had entered the house she heard the housewife singing during cooking. She approached her 

and she mumbled:
-Hey! I’m Margaret! What’s your name?
The housewife turned surprised and looked at the small little honey bee.
- Hi ... I am Mary! Nice to meet you! How did you get here?
-I learned that you're a very good person and I decided to come to talk to you.



A fter some time, while Margaret was 
observing her friend while she was making a 
delicious dessert, she noticed something that 
seemed too familiar to her! There was a gold 
viscous liquid put in some jars made of glass.
When she asked Mary what was that, she replied:
-There are eight types of honey : pine, spruce, 
chestnut, heather, thyme, orange, cotton and 
sunflower. In each type there are characteristics 
of dozens of plants – wild flowers, herbs and 
trees. The name of each honey type is given by the 
species of the plant that it contains. Furthermore, 
there are two major categories: honey which is 
produced from the nectar of flowers (thyme, 
orange, heather, cotton, sunflowers and mixtures 
of aromatic herbs and wild flowers of Greece) 
and honey which is produced from pine, spruce 
and other forest plants.



T he little bee felt betrayed and disappointed about what she had just 
heard. How could her friend tell her, so simply, that humans use bees so as 
to bee benefited? In anger and panic, she told Mary in a sharp way  
-How can you do this to us? We all get tired so as to make honey! Do you 
know that we have to visit 4.000.000 plants in order to make 1kg of 
honey? My sisters and I work every minute, and many bees are dying 
because they are exhausted!   
-Look, Margaret... everything happens for a reason. We, as human beings, 
need honey since it offers us many nutrients and vitamins. We take a lot of 
energy from it and we also use it for its many therapeutic properties! For 
example, it can be a great help when we have a cold, while it can relieve 
us from sore throats. It is widely used not only for lots of neural diseases 
but also in cases of insomnia in which one spoonful of honey dissolved in 
a glass of lukewarm water can be the perfect solution. In addition, we can 
say that this natural product is the elixir of longevity.
-Well, it may relieve and offer you so much, however, it is still considered 
as a crime at our expense! We work really hard and even die during the 
process so you cannot just you come and steal our precious honey!



A fter this incident, Margaret decided to rebel! She 
returned to the hive and announced what she had just 
been informed about. It was shocking! All the bees rebelled 
and created a mutiny against people. An entire army of 
bees headed to the city with a single goal: to get their 
honey back!
In this huge concrete jungle, they roamed for a while until 
they managed to find a radio station. Then, they had the 
idea to get in there secretly to raise awareness among 
people about their problem ... and that's exactly what they 
did! Within a few minutes the voices of the bees were all 
over the radios of the town:
-Who do you think that you are to get our honey? You don't 
know how to put limits in your arrogance! You take 
advantage of us in order to cover your own needs! Don't 
wonder...WE ARE BEES! Yes, you heard well: BEES! We 
demand to return us ALL our honey back! We are bored to 
do all that work and the only one who benefits is you! We 
refuse to work again and produce honey until you return us 
everything that rightfully belongs to us and you should 
also promise that you will not steal honey ever again!



P eople began to think the things that the bees told them, 
seriously. Environmentalists created many movements to 
defend the exhausted insects! In addition, they thought that 
although humans are responsible of the bees which are dying, 
they also pollute the environment through the chemicals they 
use in order to "steal" honey! 

The honey processing and production companies began to go 
bankrupt, as people were changing their way of thinking and 
their routine! The bees achieved their purpose! All people 
were slowly returning back the honey to the bees. Something 
that didn’t have any positive consequences… 



I t hasn’t been a long time until the negative effects began to come to the surface... 

One day, Mary decided to visit Margaret in the hive and explain to her all these, which 
had caused the revolutionary ideas! 

-Hi Margaret. I know that you're angry with people and maybe with me, but I feel that I 
have to tell you some things! Listen to me! Please...

-I do! You must know that I still trust you and that I consider as you my friend!

-Well ... come with me! 

The two friends went on the top of a hill where they could see the whole meadow!

- Margaret! Look what has happened by the time bees don't go out so as to collect pollen. 
The whole nature is dying  ... The flowers need you and everyone needs to get power from 

your liveliness!

The bee looked around her with fear! The flowers had wither ... all around them was 
dead! Something had to happen! Margaret knew that he was wrongful for this situation 

and she had to rectify her mistake!

After she thanked Mary for helping her understand what she had done, she returned to 
the hive and was determined to apologize and notify the other bees for what had 

happened.



-H ello! I' m here to tell you something I didn't 
anticipate that would happen after taking back this 
huge quantity of honey. I know that I am the one who 
started all this, but, to telling the truth, I regret now. 
How long is it from the last time you went out of the 
hive so as to admire this beautiful world? So as to smell 
the scented flowers? So as to work? Don't you have 
missed all this? Nature is dying, plants wilt and it's all 
our fault!
Bees silently thought about what Margarita had just 
told and they realized that she was right and that they 
really used to be very reckless .They all realized how 
much they had missed to go out of the hive, in the 
nature, so they decided to go outside and work 
immediately! The view of the wither flowers made her 
really sad, but at the same time she became obstinate 
and decided to try hard in order to revive the 
environment!



T hey started working immediately and they eventually managed to achieve their goal and made everything 
seem just as it was before! After all, something which made them puzzle, was how much more honey stocks they 
had by the time people had not used any honey. Therefore, they decided to offer the excess honey to people and to 
keep as much as they needed.
People were very happy about that and they understood not only themselves, but also the bees and that their lives 
and needs are interlinked and that they both need each other to survive!



THE END IS SWEET LIKE HONEY
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